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ABSTRACT

DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION OF HYBRID ENERGY STORAGE FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER FLUCTUATION SMOOTHING BASED ON FREQUENCY ANALYSIS

by

Ruirui Yang

The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 2016
Under the Supervision of Professor David Yu

A proper design of energy storage system (ESS) can effectively smooth the photovoltaic (PV) output power fluctuation, lower the cost, and improve the power quality and stability.

According to the response characteristics of different energy storage equipment, an optimal hybrid EES sizing method is proposed based on frequency analysis. A hybrid ESS including lead-acid battery, lithium battery and electric double-layer capacitor (EDLC) is selected to smooth out PV power fluctuation and meet both power and energy requirement of the power grid. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method is applied for analyzing the spectrum of unwanted PV fluctuation. From the FFT analysis, different frequencies combinations can be determined to meet both the power and energy requirements of the potential hybrid ESS solution.

An optimization technique is conducted to find the best frequency combination, hence the best hybrid ESS solution. The goal of the optimization is to minimum total hybrid ESS cost by taking selected ESS cycle life and charge/discharge loss into consideration. The proposed method is based on the worst case scenario of PV fluctuation. Through the proposed method, the least cost
ESS solution will be determined to meet both the power and energy requirements as well as smooth out the PV output fluctuation under the worst case scenario.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

In this chapter, the background, research status, and general approach are presented.

1.1 Background

With the decreasing of fossil fuel, the development of renewable energy has become a tendency nowadays. Among all kinds of renewable energy, solar energy is of the most widely used one. Solar photovoltaic (PV) energy installed capacity over the past decade has risen rapidly. In 2006, the global solar PV energy installed capacity was only 5 gigawatts (GW), while by the end of 2014, the stabilization of solar power over the world was 177 GW according to literature [1].

However, since the PV system output power is easily affected by factors as temperature and illumination intensity, its power fluctuation may probably be harmful to the power grid [2]. New technologies, such as new wind and solar forecasting tools, demand-side control, fast startup units, and many others, have been proposed to address this balancing issue [3]. Among those options, energy storage (ES) is a viable solution because of its fast response and control flexibility [4],[5].

Currently, the industry typically applies a single energy storage (ES) device at the PV location in order to smooth out PV power fluctuation under the worst case scenario. However, this approach
tends to oversize the energy storage system (ESS) and increase its cost.

A hybrid ESS is an effective solution to minimize the power fluctuation caused by the intermittent nature of wind and solar power. For short to mid-term (seconds to minutes) power management, the most commonly seen storage techniques in a PV system are EDLCs. For mid-term to long term (minutes to hours) power management, lead-acid batteries and lithium batteries are most widely used.\[2\]

By properly integrating different types and capacities of ESS, such as lithium battery and EDLC, the fluctuation of PV output power can be effectively smoothed. Since each energy storage device is of different charging and discharging speed and characteristics, the performance can be enhanced with less cost when operating together.

1.2 Research Status

In this section, PV system will be briefly described, research status of ESS will be presented.

1.2.1 PV System

As shown in Figure 1-1, a PV power generation system consists of PV arrays, ESS, converters, and inverters. PV arrays convert solar energy into electrical energy based on photovoltaic effect.
ESS, which contains hybrid batteries and controlled by certain control method, smooth the grid input power by absorbing excessive power and supply insufficient power of PV output. PV inverters and converters are the applications of power electronic technology. PV inverters adjust the value of direct current (DC) power from PV arrays or ESS to match the voltage of DC bus. PV converters convert DC power generated by PV arrays and ESS into alternating current (AC) power, so that the power can be supplied to the load or incorporated into the power grid.

![Figure 1-1 PV power generation system structure](image)

PV system can be operated in two modes: grid-tied mode and grid-forming mode. In this paper the research is analyzed based on the assumption that this PV system always operates in grid-tied mode.

The grid input power quality is mainly affected by both capacity design and control method of the ESS. Sizing ESS to accommodate high penetration of variable energy resources based on frequency domain has been conducted in literature [6]. Research on the control method of MPPT
with hybrid energy storage system to smooth the output power fluctuation has been conducted in literature [7]. Also the wavelet packet-fuzzy control of hybrid energy storage systems for PV power smoothing which is conducted in the frequency domain has been proposed in literature [8].

1.2.2 Energy Storage System

There are several suggested methods for categorization of various ESS in terms of their functions, response times, and suitable storage durations [9], [10], [11]. In this paper, ESS is divided into two categories of long-term ES and short-term ES.

(1) Long-term Energy Storage

Long-term ES represent those ES with long response time. The long-term response energy storage devices have the capability to supply or absorb electrical energy during hours. Their power systems application is usually related with energy management, frequency regulation or grid congestion management [12], [13]. The use of long-term energy storage devices is expected to rise in the next years because the generation availability fluctuations associated to the increasing integration of renewable sources in power systems [14].
Electrochemical batteries are one of the most widely used long-term ES. They use electrodes both as part of the electron transfer process and store the products or reactants via electrode solid-state reactions\textsuperscript{[12]}. There are a number of battery technologies under consideration for energy storage, where the main are:

- lead acid
- Nickel cadmium
- Sodium sulphur
- Lithium ion
- Sodium nickel chloride

(2) Short-term Energy Storage

Short-term response energy storage devices should be used to aid power systems during the transient period after a system disturbance, such as line switching, load changes and fault clearance. Their application prevents collapse of power systems due to loss of synchronism or voltage instability, improving its reliability and quality.

Short-term response energy storage devices use is getting common in power systems with important renewable energy penetration like wind and weak interconnections or in islands, avoiding temporary faults and contributing to the provision of important system services such as
momentary reserves and short-circuit capacity\textsuperscript{[15],[16]}. The main short-term energy storage devices and their operation are:

- Flywheels
- Supercapacitors
- Magnetic Superconducting

Supercapacitors are the latest innovational devices in the field of electrical energy storage. In comparison with a battery or a traditional capacitor, the supercapacitor allows a much powerful power and energy density\textsuperscript{[17]}.

Supercapacitors are electrochemical double layer capacitors (EDLC) that store energy as electric charge between two plates, metal or conductive, separated by a dielectric, when a voltage differential is applied across the plates. Similar to battery systems, capacitors work in direct current. This fact imposes the use of electronic power systems, as presented in Fig.1-2.\textsuperscript{[18]}
Supercapacitors find their place in many applications where energy storage is needed, such as uninterruptible power supplies, or smoothing strong and short-time power solicitations of weak power networks. Their main advantages are the long cycle life and the short charge/discharge time. [19]

1.3 Research Objective and Article Layout

Because of its easier integration with existing infrastructure, PV is projected to overtake wind becoming the dominant green energy in the next ten years. In order to achieve this goal, two main technical challenges need to be solved:

• Increase the efficiency of PV output

• Determine a cost effective energy storage (ESS) methodology to handle the intermittency in PV output
The objective of this proposal is to design a right mix of hybrid energy storage devices based on Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method to effectively smooth the photovoltaic (PV) output power fluctuation as well as to minimize the cost.

This research considers the wide variation in PV intermittency and cost differences among different types of ESS and proposes a systematic strategy to design a cost effective ESS solution to smooth the fluctuation in PV output.

In this paper, the proposed FFT based approach can effectively calculate the complete spectrum of individual components with different frequency which causes the variation in the PV power output. The PV output variation is calculated using year-long PV data measured at an experimental station in Milwaukee in a 24-hour interval. The data has also gone through a statistical analysis in order to select a worst case by taking seasonal and local weather patterns into consideration. A systematic approach is designed using FFT results and matching with available storage devices with different charging and discharging rates in order to determine the most effective ESS solution with lowest cost.

The key idea in the proposal is to divide the complete frequency spectrum of the unwanted PV output variation into several sections. The individual frequency components in each section are accumulated together by a single frequency component with its frequency being equal to or
greater than the highest frequency in the section. Each determined single frequency component represents a required ESS. An optimization technique is applied to determine the most effective ways with minimum cost to divide the entire frequency spectrum and match with the optimal ESS combination with the least cost. Figure 1-3 shows the flowchart and required tasks of the proposed research.

- Data statistics: Collecting everyday light illumination data in the Milwaukee area. Using the appropriate statistical method to select worst case of PV output power data in all year (5:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.).

- Calculation of balance power: Calculating the accepted power in the grid based on existing grid input power fluctuation standards. Then balance power can be obtained by using average power minus accepted power.
• FFT method: Conducting FFT algorithm on the calculated balance power to determine the completed frequency spectrum.

• Determination of cutoff points: Based on energy storage devices’ characteristics (the rate of charging and discharging) that are already on the market. The cutoff points determine the range of each section.

• Determination of the ESS’s capacity: Conducting inverse FFT algorithm in each individual frequency band and the capacity of power and energy can be determined back in the time domain.

• Optimization based on cost: The goal is to make sure that the total cost of total energy storage devices is the lowest. Also make sure that when adding all selected ESSs together, it can cover the entire frequency spectrum.

• Verification: Using practical data to verify the effectiveness of the resulting mix energy storage system.

There are six chapters in this thesis. Chapter 1 introduces the background of both PV system and ESS, and the new progress in the area. Research objectives and article layout are also included in this chapter. Chapter 2 explains the worst case selecting standard, grid acceptable power calculating algorithm, the concept and calculation of balance power, and FFT method. It is the crucial basis for the latter part of the thesis.
Chapter 3 consists both the energy capacity and power capacity design of ESS. And then use the calculated total power and energy capacity to verify the results. Finally, total cost under this design is calculated in this chapter. Chapter 4 illustrates the optimization of total cost by changing cutoff points locations. Cycle life and loss are concluded in the optimization part. Also ESS with three energy storage devices are researched and its total cost is compared with only two ESs. Chapter 5 is composed of the verification of this design. Chapter 6 presents the conclusion and prospects the future work.

Chapter 2 Data processing

2.1 PV Output Power

Using Simulink sample A 100kW array connected to a 25kW grid via a DC-DC boost converter and a three phase three level VSC shown in Figure 2-1 as the basic model.
Several modifications are made for this research. Disconnected PV array and maximum power point tracking (MPPT) control model with transmission lines and power grid by applying several electronics to obtain PV output power directly as shown in Figure 2-2. Since PV output power is mostly affected by light illumination and temperature, to simplified simulation, temperature is set to a constant 25 centigrade, which is the standard temperature.
Due to the fact that light illumination and the output power is close to linear correlation, and simulation for one-day input data is relatively time consuming using this model, in this paper, one-minute data are used to calculate a proportional coefficient as shown in Figure 2-3.
It can be seen that the result has a high linearity. In Table 2-1 several data are collected to calculate the proportional coefficient $k$ of light illumination value and PV output power value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Light illumination (W/m²)</th>
<th>PV output power (kW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>100.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$$k = \frac{100.7 - 22.6}{1000 - 250} \approx 0.1 \ kW/(\frac{W}{m^2})$$ (2-1)

Based on calculated result, PV output power can be approximately considered as light illumination value multiplied by 0.1.

### 2.2 Grid Acceptable Power

High penetrations of variable energy resources create significant uncertainty regarding the power generation required to balancing energy production with consumption \[^{20}\]. Solar power variations are hard to predict and cause multiple impacts including the effect on system reliability\[^{6}\].

Acceptable refers to the requirement that the system be able to sustain any credible contingency or event without involuntary loss of load. Capacities of ESS are determined based on the grid acceptable power fluctuations.
In this research, all data are collected from a small PV station. According to the limit value of power fluctuation as shown in Table 2-2 below, the maximum change of output power, which is the grid input power, is 0.2MW per minute.\(^{[21]}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PV station type</th>
<th>Maximum power variation in 10min/MW</th>
<th>Maximum power variation in 1min/MW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Installed capacity</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Installed capacity</td>
<td>Installed capacity/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Installed capacity/3</td>
<td>Installed capacity/10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since 200kW is the maximum fluctuation value for 1 minute, and in this research, sample time is 1 second. To simplify the standard, here we assume the maximum fluctuation value for 1 second is 1/60 of the value for 1 minute, which is about 3kW.

The grid acceptable power can be calculated with a certain algorithm using PV output data. As shown in Figure 2-4, the algorithm will calculate the maximum range (as shown in blue box) of power fluctuation that can be accepted by power grid in the next second, which is \(\pm 3\)kW in this case. The original PV output power fluctuation is shown in green line, and red line represent the acceptable power calculated by algorithm.
The algorithm procedures are shown in Figure 2-5. By inputting PV output power data, the grid acceptable power can be obtained as Figure 2-6. According to this algorithm, the next second will be automatically corrected as the maximum or minimum fluctuation value if it is beyond that range (as shown in time interval 2, 3, and 5). Otherwise it will stay the same value as it is (as shown in time interval 1, 4, and 6).

Figure 2-4 Outline of an inductor with core
Figure 2-5 Flow chart to obtain grid acceptable power
To meet the requirement of grid acceptable power standard, ESS is applied to maintain the balance between PV output power and grid input power. Toward this end, the notion of system balancing was developed and is used universally in all systems. According to reference [22], balancing represents excess or shortage capacity in the system, either in the form of excess available generation or shortage demand in PV. Balancing power is the key factor of sizing ES capacities.

Based on PV output power \( P_o \), grid acceptable power \( P_a \), the balancing power \( P_b \) can be expressed as follows:

\[
P_b = P_o - P_a
\]
\[ P_b = P_o - P_a \]  \hspace{1cm} (2-2)

Where:

\( P_b > 0 \): PV generates excess available power which need to be absorbed by ESS.

ES is being charged when \( P_b > 0 \).

\( P_b < 0 \): PV generates insufficient available power which need to be supplied by ESS. ES is being discharged \( P_b < 0 \).

Balancing power as shown in Figure 2-7 is the selected worst case power required to be smoothed by ESS when PV system is operating.

Figure 2-7 Balancing power
2.4 Case Selection

Based on sampling data which is recorded every seconds (sampling frequency: 1Hz) between 5:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. (54001 data per day) in 2015, Milwaukee, the weather in a year can be divided into 5 types: sunny, cloudy, overcast, rainy, and snowy. Typical light illumination curve under each weather are shown in Figure 2-8.
Figure 2-8 Typical light illumination curve under each weather

It can be seen from these curves that light illumination has the largest fluctuation in cloudy days.

That’s because under this weather, light illumination itself is stronger than overcast, rainy or
snowy days. Because of the existence of clouds, light cannot always reach PV panel directly, thus large fluctuations will happen.

Based on this theory, worst case is selected to design the ESS. First, 14 cloudy days are all selected between July 1st to September 30th in 2015. In this period, light illumination is the strongest in all year. Balancing power of each case is calculated according to chapters 2.3 before. Then balancing energy can be obtained by conducting integration. The maximum balancing power and maximum balancing energy in each case are recorded as in Figure 2-9.

As it can be seen in Figure 2-9, the 7th case, which is in September 1st, has both maximum power value and maximum energy value among all 14 cases. Thus in this research, we assume this case is the worst case in 2015.
2.5 FFT Method

A fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm computes the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of a sequence, or its inverse. Fourier analysis converts a signal from its original domain (often time or space) to a representation in the frequency domain and vice versa. An FFT rapidly computes such transformations by factorizing the DFT matrix into a product of sparse (mostly zero) factors \[^{[23]}\]. As a result, it manages to reduce the complexity of computing the DFT.

Different energy storage technologies are suited for operation over different time periods. The balancing power, as shown in Fig. 2-10 can be broken down into the components spanning different frequency ranges. This decomposition can be achieved by using FFT. Each component of the periodic signal, except for the zero frequency component, represents cycling energy that averages to zero over each cycle.\[^{[6]}\]

Analysis equation (fast Fourier transform):

\[
X[f] = \sum_{t=0}^{N-1} x[t] W_N^{tf}, f = 0, ..., N - 1
\]  
(2-3)

Synthesis equation (inverse Fourier transform):

\[
x[t] = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{f=0}^{N-1} X[f] W_N^{-tf}, f = 0, ..., N - 1
\]  
(2-4)

where \(N\) is the number of the data points in the sequence:

\[
(x[0], x[1], ..., x[N - 1])
\]  
(2-5)

\[
W_N^{tf} = e^{-j(2\pi/N)tf}
\]  
(2-6)
FFT method is conducted to the balancing power in worst case to convert balancing power from time domain into frequency domain as shown in Figure 2-10.

![Balancing power in time domain](image1)

![Balancing power in frequency domain](image2)

Figure 2-10 Balancing power after FFT

When the sampling interval is 1 second, balancing power is superposed by the set of power signals with different frequencies and amplitudes. The spectrum of the balancing power mainly concentrates on the low frequency band as shown in Fig. 2-10. The low frequency portion contains a DC component that corresponds to smooth and high amplitude signals. However, because of the existence of high frequency signals, even though their magnitudes are relatively low, when only use one ES in system, to smooth these high frequency signals, its power capacity needs to be oversized a lot, thus system total cost will increase.
The response rate of ES, such as the EDLC, is very fast and is well suitable for the compensation of the high frequency components. The power amplitudes of high frequency components are relatively low and will not lead to a high ES capacity.

Battery like lead acid and lithium ion have a relatively low response speed, thus the low frequency band is suitable for it. Therefore, it could track power variations, ranging from minutes to several hours.

Chapter 3 Energy Storage System Design

This section covers both the power and energy capacity calculation of ESS under different certain cutoff points to introduce sizing method. Later in chapter 4, to optimize the design, these cutoff points are adjusted.

3.1 Total Capacity Requirement

This section covers the entire system capacity of both power and energy calculation.

3.1.1 Total Power Capacity

Since real time powers in different frequency ranges will cumulate or offset by each other, the total power capacity has no practical significance. However, the power capacity is important
when calculating the total cost of each ES. Since each ES has to meet the requirement of both power capacity and energy capacity, and for each one ES, the ratio of its rated energy capacity and rated power capacity is a constant value. When ES power capacity is determined and its corresponding energy capacity is much larger than required, or if corresponding power capacity is much larger than required, the cost will be relatively high because of the oversizing. For these reasons, power capacities of each battery should be average and small to lower the total cost. This goal will be realized in the optimization chapter by adjusting cutoff point, which is to divide the smoothing frequency band of long-term ES and short-term ES.

3.1.2 Total Energy Capacity

Total energy curve can be calculated by integrating the balancing power as shown in Fig. 3-1, thus the minimum total energy requirement capacity equals to the maximum absolute peak value (maximum value or minimum value, depends on which absolute value is greater) which equals to 1.62kWh in this case.
After the energy capacity of each ES is determined, we need to make sure that after adding all of them together, the total value is no less than the minimum total energy requirement capacity obtained here. That means when adding energy capacities of long-term ES and short-term ES together, the total capacity should not be less than energy capacity when only use one ES in the system.

### 3.1.3 Energy Capacity Considering State of Charge

State of charge (SOC) is the equivalent of a fuel gauge for the battery pack in a battery electric vehicle (BEV), hybrid vehicle (HV), or plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV). The units of SOC are percentage points (0% = empty; 100% = full). An alternate form of the same measure is the depth of discharge (DoD), the inverse of SOC (100% = empty; 0% = full). SOC is normally...
used when discussing the current state of a battery in use, while DoD is most often seen when
discussing the lifetime of the battery after repeated use. [24]

Taking SOC factor into consideration, to ensure that daily energy can always meet the
requirement of power grid, no matter charging or discharging, we assume the PV system will go
back to 50% SOC (to charge or to discharge are of the same possibility) every morning at
5:00am after all night control adjustment.

Thus the energy capacity of each battery should be 2 times of the calculated energy capacity,
which is 1.62kWh. Thus the total balancing energy capacity is 3.24kWh in this case.

### 3.2 Cutoff points and ESS types

Based on response time of each battery, combined with data in reference, three kinds of ESS,
which are commonly used: lead acid battery, lithium ion battery and EDLC are researched
according to literature[25], [26] and[27].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ESS Type</th>
<th>ESS Type</th>
<th>Shortest response time</th>
<th>Maximum response frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lead acid battery</td>
<td>long-term</td>
<td>2min</td>
<td>8.33×10^{-3}Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lithium ion battery</td>
<td>long-term</td>
<td>1min</td>
<td>0.0167Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDLC</td>
<td>short-term</td>
<td>1s</td>
<td>1.00Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem, Sampling is the process of converting a signal (for example, a function of continuous time and/or space) into a numeric sequence (a function of discrete time and/or space). Shannon's version of the theorem states: \[28\]

If a function \(x(t)\) contains no frequencies higher than \(B\) hertz, it is completely determined by giving its ordinates at a series of points spaced \(1/(2B)\) seconds apart.

In another words, signal function \(x(t)\) must contain no sinusoidal component at exactly frequency \(B\), or that \(B\) must be strictly less than \(1/2\) the sample rate. Sample rate in this case is 1 sample/second, thus its Nyquist frequency is 0.5Hz. Which means, the total frequency range by adding each battery frequency together should cover \([0,0.5]\) Hz. Frequency band each ESS can cover is shown in Figure 3-2.

![Figure 3-2 Frequency band each ESS can cover](image)

As shown in a hybrid ESS, since lead acid battery and lithium battery cannot cover the high frequency band, EDLC have to exist. Obviously, the energy system only contain EDLC will cost much higher than hybrid one, thus two kinds of hybrid ESS are researched in this chapter: lead
acid battery with EDLC and lithium battery with EDLC. In this chapter, cutoff points are set as $8.33 \times 10^{-3}$Hz and 0.0167Hz respectively.

### 3.3 Lead Acid Battery with EDLC System

Combination and cutoff point of hybrid ESS with lead acid battery and EDLC are shown in Figure 3-3.

![Figure 3-3 Combination and cutoff point of lead acid battery and EDLC](image)

Actually, cutoff point can move from 0Hz to $8.33 \times 10^{-3}$Hz, this will be discussed in chapter 4 later. Here we use the maximum frequency value long-term ES can response as the constant cutoff point, which is $8.33 \times 10^{-3}$Hz.

#### 3.3.1 ESS Power Capacity

Then FFT filtering can be conducted by keeping the frequency we need and setting the other one as zero. As shown in Figure 3-4, for lead acid battery, a low pass filter can be set to clean the power within $[8.33 \times 10^{-3}$Hz, 0.5Hz] while keep the power within $[0\text{Hz}, 8.33 \times 10^{-3}$Hz]. For EDLC, a high pass filter can be set to clean the power within $[0\text{Hz}, 8.33 \times 10^{-3}$Hz] while keep the power left.
Then covert the function after filtering into time domain by conducting inverse FFT (iFFT) with only one certain frequency power as show in Figure 3-5. There may be some phase shift in each frequency after iFFT, but the average value after adding them together will be of less mismatch which can be neglected.
It can be seen in the result that more balancing powers that need to be take care by ESS is in high frequency, which means the power capacity of EDLC will be relatively larger than lead acid.

To cover all the power fluctuation, the power capacity of each ES is determined based on the peak value (maximum or minimum) in time domain of certain frequency:

- Lead acid battery: 8.52kW
- EDLC: 45.90kW

### 3.3.2 ESS Energy Capacity

Integration of balancing power in different frequency band can be conducted to calculate the energy capacity of each battery with certain frequency as shown in Figure 3-6.
Thus the energy capacity can be obtained as the peak value in energy curve, considering 50% SOC:

- Lead acid battery: 3.24kWh
- EDLC: 0.14kWh

It can be seen that lead acid energy capacity is relatively larger than EDLC energy capacity.
3.4 Lithium Battery with EDLC System

Combination and cutoff point of hybrid ESS with lithium battery and EDLC are shown in Figure 3-7.

![Figure 3-7 Combination and cutoff point of lead acid battery and EDLC](image)

Same as before, cutoff point can move from 0Hz to 0.0167Hz. Here we use the maximum frequency value long-term ES can response as the constant cutoff point, which is 0.0167Hz.

3.4.1 ESS Power Capacity

For lithium battery, a low pass filter can be set to clean the power within [0.0167Hz, 0.5Hz] while keep the power within [0Hz, 0.0167Hz]. For EDLC, a high pass filter can be set to clean the power within [0Hz, 0.0167Hz] while keep the power left.

Then covert the function after filtering into time domain by conducting inverse FFT (iFFT) with only one certain frequency power as show in Figure 3-8.
To cover all the power fluctuation, the power capacity of each ES is determined based on the peak value (maximum or minimum) in time domain of certain frequency:

- **Lead acid battery:** 16.64kW
- **EDLC:** 42.19kW

### 3.4.2 ESS Energy Capacity

Integration of balancing power in different frequency band can be conducted to calculate the energy capacity of each battery with certain frequency as shown in Figure 3-9.
Thus the energy capacity can be obtained as the peak value in energy curve, considering 50% SOC:

- Lithium battery: 3.24kWh
- EDLC: 0.10kWh

It can be seen that the energy capacity of lithium battery is much larger than EDLC energy capacity.
Chapter 4 Cost Optimization

In chapter 3, to simplify the algorithm, we assume that there’s only one certain cutoff point in each ES combination. The certain cutoff point is of high chance that not the optimal one. And we assume that each ES cycle life is infinite, which means they don’t need to change, thus all the costs are one-time costs. However, since PV station has its own operation length, battery with short cycle life usually needs to be replaced several times before PV station being abandoned. Also, battery charge/discharge loss is neglected in chapter 3, which may cause calculated capacities relatively smaller than actual required capacities. In the end of this chapter, 3 ES are combined together to smooth the PV fluctuation. Results of the combination of 3 ES and 2 ES are compared and analyzed.

Taking all these facts into consideration, ESS costs are no longer the same as we calculated in the last chapter. In order to make this sizing method more practical and more effective, these factors will be discussed in this chapter.

4.1 System Cost

Based on literature [25], [29] and [30], unit costs of power, energy, cycle life, and ratios of E/p are list in Table 4-1 below.
Table 4-1 ESS information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Battery type</th>
<th>Unit cost</th>
<th>Cycle life</th>
<th>Cost ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P ($/kW)</td>
<td>E ($/kWh)</td>
<td>(times)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead acid</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDLC</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>100000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The cost of the storage unit:\[31]:

\[
Battery\ energy\ cost\ ($) = Unit\ Coststorage($/kWh) \times E(kWh) \tag{4-1}
\]

\[
Battery\ power\ cost\ ($) = Unit\ Coststorage($/kW) \times P(kW) \tag{4-2}
\]

Where, \(E(kWh)\) and \(P(kW)\) represent rated energy and power capacities of a battery.

Since for certain ES in the market,

\[
Battery\ energy\ cost\ ($) = Battery\ power\ cost\ ($) \tag{4-3}
\]

Which means,

\[
Unit\ Coststorage($/kWh) \times E(kWh) = Unit\ Coststorage($/kW) \times P(kW) \tag{4-4}
\]

\[
\frac{E(kWh)}{P(kW)} = \frac{Unit\ Coststorage($/kW)}{Unit\ Coststorage($/kWh)} = cost\ ratio \tag{4-5}
\]

In this paper, when not taking cycle life and battery loss into consideration, system total cost is calculated as the greater one between total power cost and total energy cost to make sure that battery can meet both requirements of energy capacity and power capacity.
Suppose Total energy cost and Total power cost are total costs calculated by resulted power and energy capacity. If

\[ \text{Total energy cost (\$)} > \text{Total power cost (\$)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4-6)

ESS actual power capacity should be oversized to meet energy capacity requirement. In this case, the actual ES power capacity is no longer the calculated value, it becomes

\[ \text{Actual power capacity} = \frac{\text{calculated energy capacity}}{\text{cost ratio}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4-7)

If

\[ \text{Total energy cost (\$)} < \text{Total power cost (\$)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4-8)

ESS actual energy capacity should be oversized to meet power capacity requirement. In this case, the actual ES energy capacity is no longer the calculated value, it becomes

\[ \text{Actual energy capacity} = \text{calculated power capacity} \times \text{cost ratio} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4-9)

Based on this, energy storage capacities of both power and energy and their corresponding costs under different combinations are listed in Table 4-2 and Table 4-3.
### Table 4-2 Lead acid battery+EDLC with cutoff point at 2min

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cutoff point:</th>
<th>Calculated capacity</th>
<th>Calculated cost</th>
<th>Actual capacity</th>
<th>Actual Cost ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P (kW)</td>
<td>E (kWh)</td>
<td>P ($kW)</td>
<td>E ($kWh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2min Lead acid</td>
<td>8.52</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>1704</td>
<td>324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2min EDLC</td>
<td>45.90</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>6885</td>
<td>560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4-3 Lithium battery+EDLC with cutoff point at 1min

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cutoff point:</th>
<th>Calculated capacity</th>
<th>Calculated cost</th>
<th>Actual capacity</th>
<th>Actual Cost ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P (kW)</td>
<td>E (kWh)</td>
<td>P ($kW)</td>
<td>E ($kWh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1min Lithium</td>
<td>16.64</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>8320</td>
<td>972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1min EDLC</td>
<td>42.19</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>6328.5</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2 Cost under different cutoff points

In Chapter 3, cutoff points are set as a constant highest frequency value which long-term ES can cover in frequency domain. However, in practical design, cutoff points can move between 0Hz to the highest frequency. Cost of short-term ES and long-term ES will change under different cutoff points. Thus ESS total cost will also change.
In the combination of lead acid with EDLC, cutoff point can move between \([0, 8.33 \times 10^{-3}]\) Hz. In the combination of lithium with EDLC, cutoff point can move between \([0, 0.0167]\) Hz.

In order to find the minimum total cost value and its corresponding ES capacity, first, ES capacity of both power and energy under different cutoff points are obtained as shown in Figure 4-1 below.

Figure 4-1 ES capacities under different cutoff points
Thus ESS total costs under different cutoff points can be calculated. Their tendency curves are shown in Figure 4-2, where blue line is the power capacity of each ES, red line is the energy capacity of each ES. With the cutoff point moving towards right, the requirement for long-term ES increase, and requirement for short-term ES decrease. That’s why the blue lines in the left figures go up, and in the right figures go down. Since in this case, the energy capacities will not change greatly when cutoff points changed. Thus the value of red line can be seen as a constant. Because of the error in algorithm, at the beginning of frequency range, red line fluctuates a little bit. But since that fluctuation is relatively small, it won’t affect the final results.
When cutoff point moving within the long-term ES response frequency range, the power capacities and energy capacities of each ES will change, thus system total cost won’t stay the same value. According to the results, minimum total costs under different combinations are listed in Table 4-4 below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cutoff point/Hz</th>
<th>Lead acid</th>
<th>Lithium</th>
<th>EDLC</th>
<th>Minimum cost/$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P/kW</td>
<td>E/kWh</td>
<td>P/kW</td>
<td>E/kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.001944</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>50.14</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.001870</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>50.44</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to algorithm in chapter 4.1, ES power capacities and energy capacities are modified based on parameters of battery on the market to meet both requirements. Practical capacities after modification are listed in Table 4-5.
Table 4-5 ESS practical capacities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cutoff point/Hz</th>
<th>Lead acid</th>
<th>Lithium</th>
<th>EDLC</th>
<th>Minimum cost/$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P/kW</td>
<td>E/kWh</td>
<td>P/kW</td>
<td>E/kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.001944</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>50.14</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.001870</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>50.44</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen in this table that the combination of lead acid battery and EDLC is of the lowest cost in both combinations, which is $7940. Thus when not consider cycle life and loss, the best ES combination and ES sizes are:

- Lead acid battery: 2.1kW, 4.2kWh
- EDLC: 50.14kW, 1.88kWh

### 4.3 Consider Cycle Life

Cycle life is a term used to specify a battery’s expected life. In general, number of cycles for a rechargeable battery indicates how many times it can undergo the process of complete charging and discharging until failure or it starting to lose capacity\(^{[32]}\).

Assume designed PV station will operate for 15 years. Thus the battery change time can be calculated as equation below assuming no loss in charging and discharging process.

\[
\text{battery change time} = \frac{\text{PV station total requirement in 15 years}}{\text{total energy battery can provide}}
\]

(4-10)
4.3.1 PV Station Total Requirement

Using one-day maximum charging or discharging total value under the worst case in certain frequency multiply by number of days in 15 years, which is 547 to simplify the calculation of PV total requirement.

To obtain the one-day maximum charging or discharging power in certain frequency, after FFT filtering and converting into time domain, positive power and negative power are integrated respectively. Positive value represents ESS discharging power and negative value represents ESS charging power. After conducting integration, the final value of positive and negative integration represents ESS discharging and charging energies. The greater one of these two integration results are selected as the one-day maximum charging or discharging total value in this frequency band. The flow chart of calculation is shown in Figure 4-3.
4.3.2 Total Energy Battery Can Provide

Energy battery can provide in its cycle life is calculated as below:

\[
\text{total energy} = \frac{\text{battery practical capacity}}{2} \times \text{cyclelife}
\]  

(4-11)

According to chapter 4.1, battery practical capacity is the energy capacity calculated based on practical battery parameters, it isn’t always equal to the calculated energy capacity. Since ES
SOC is set as 50%, real energy battery can constantly charge or discharge is half of its total practical capacity. Flow chart of total energy calculation is shown in Figure 4-4.

![Flow chart of total energy calculation](image)

Figure 4-2 Flow chart of total energy calculation

Where, \( k \) is the cost ratio mentioned and calculated in chapter 3.

### 4.3.3 Battery replacement and Total Cost

The number of needed replacement for each battery can be calculated by the outputs in both algorithm:

\[
\text{battery replacement times} = \frac{E_{\text{total}}}{E_{\text{total\_battery}}} \tag{4-12}
\]
Thus Battery replacement times under different combinations can be calculated as shown in Figure 4-5 below.
It can be seen that change times of EDLC in both combinations are always much smaller than 1, which means it doesn’t need replacement. To be more practical, here we set EDLC change time as constant 1 when calculating EDLC total cost. After considering battery cycle life, ESS total cost can be calculated:

![Graph](image)

(1) Lead acid battery+EDLC

(2) Lithium battery+EDLC

Figure 4-4 ESS total cost
Minimum total cost under different combinations when taking cycle life into consideration are listed in table below:

Table 4-6 Lead acid+EDLC combination

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cutoff point/Hz</th>
<th>Lead acid</th>
<th>Change time</th>
<th>EDLC</th>
<th>Minimum cost/$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P/kW</td>
<td>E/kWh</td>
<td>P/kW</td>
<td>E/kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0003519</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>5.53</td>
<td>51.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9463</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-7 Lithium+EDLC combination

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cutoff point/Hz</th>
<th>Lithium</th>
<th>Change time</th>
<th>EDLC</th>
<th>Minimum cost/$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P/kW</td>
<td>E/kWh</td>
<td>P/kW</td>
<td>E/kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0003519</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>2.766</td>
<td>51.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10396</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen in this table that the combination of lead acid battery and EDLC is still of the lowest cost in both combinations, which is $9463. ES power capacities and energy capacities are modified based on parameters of battery on the market to meet both requirements. Practical capacities after modification are listed in Table 4-8.

Table 4-8 Best practical capacity combination

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cutoff point/Hz</th>
<th>Lead acid</th>
<th>Change time</th>
<th>EDLC</th>
<th>Minimum cost/$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P/kW</td>
<td>E/kWh</td>
<td>P/kW</td>
<td>E/kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0003519</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>5.53</td>
<td>51.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9463</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus the best combination and corresponding actual ES sizes are:

- Lead acid battery: 1.63kW, 3.25kWh
- EDLC: 51.32kW, 1.92kWh
4.4 Capacity Loss

Capacity loss or capacity fading is a phenomenon observed in rechargeable battery usage where the amount of charge a battery can deliver at the rated voltage decreases with use.\textsuperscript{[33][34]}

In this paper, we assume that each ES will lose 40% capacity when reach its cycle life, which is the value of capacity loss for most ES, giving an average capacity loss per cycle $m$ of:

- Lead acid battery: $4\times 10^{-4}$
- Lithium battery: $2\times 10^{-4}$
- EDLC: $4\times 10^{-6}$

When taking loss into consideration, battery replacement time will change because of the difference of total provided energies. Based on chapter 4.3.2, flow chart of new total energy battery can provide calculation with loss is shown in Figure 4-7.
Then battery change times and total cost can be obtained same as before. Results are shown in Figure 4-8 below. Since change times of EDLC are still much less than 1 after considering loss, here we assume change time of EDLC is 1 when calculating ESS total cost.
Minimum total cost under different combinations when taking loss into consideration are listed in table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cutoff point/Hz</th>
<th>Lead acid</th>
<th>Change time</th>
<th>EDLC</th>
<th>Minimum cost/($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P/kW</td>
<td>E/kWh</td>
<td>P/kW</td>
<td>E/kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0003519</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>5.53</td>
<td>51.32 0.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen in this table that the combination of lead acid battery and EDLC is still of the lowest cost in both combinations, which is $9880. ES power capacities and energy capacities are modified based on parameters of battery on the market to meet both requirements. Practical capacities after modification are listed in Table 4-11.
Table 4-6 Best practical capacity combination

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cutoff point/Hz</th>
<th>Lead acid</th>
<th>Change time</th>
<th>EDLC</th>
<th>Minimum cost/$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P/kW</td>
<td>E/kWh</td>
<td>P/kW</td>
<td>E/kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0003519</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>51.32</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.53</td>
<td></td>
<td>9880</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The only difference between only consider cycle life and consider both cycle life and loss is the change time of lead acid battery, thus total cost will increase a little bit. The best combination and corresponding actual ES sizes are same as in chapter 4.2.2:

- Lead acid battery: 1.63kW, 3.25kWh
- EDLC: 51.32kW, 1.92kWh

4.5 Three ESs

To further analyze ESS design and corresponding cost, lead acid battery, lithium battery and EDLC are combined together in one ESS. There are two cutoff points in this case. One is for dividing the cover frequency of lead acid battery and lithium battery, as we mentioned before, it can move between \([0, 8.33 \times 10^{-3}]\) Hz. The other one is for dividing the cover frequency of lithium battery and EDLC, this cutoff point can move between \([0, 0.0167]\) Hz. These two cutoff points may coincide with each other, which means there’s only one cutoff point (only two ES) in the system.

To simplify the coding program and save time, in this algorithm, cutoff point 1 is set moving between \([0, 8.33 \times 10^{-3}]\) Hz while the moving frequency range of cutoff point 2 is divided into
two part: \([0, 8.33 \times 10^{-3}]\) Hz and \([8.33 \times 10^{-3}, 0.0167]\) Hz. In the first part, we assume that cutoff point 2 cannot move beyond cutoff 1. System total under different cutoff points are calculated as shown in Figure 4-9.

(1) Cutoff point 2 moves between \([0, 8.33 \times 10^{-3}]\) Hz

(2) Cutoff point 2 moves between \([8.33 \times 10^{-3}, 0.0167]\) Hz

Figure 4-9 ESS cost under different cutoff points
From the first diagram when cutoff point moves between [0, 8.33×10⁻³] Hz, the minimum total cost of the system is $9880 when two cutoff points coincide with each other at 0.000352 Hz. And in the second diagram, the minimum total cost of the system is $1.15 \times 10^4$ when two cutoff points coincide with each other at 0.00833 Hz.

Apparently, the results show that system containing 2 ES cost lower than containing 3 ES. Thus the best design is still the same as in chapter 4.4:

- Lead acid battery: 1.63kW, 3.25kWh
- EDLC: 51.32kW, 1.92kWh

### 4.6 Summary

In this chapter, optimization of integrated ESS is conducted. The optimization object is to minimize system total cost. To achieve this goal, each cost is calculated when moving cutoff point from 0Hz to the maximum frequency long-term energy storage can take care. The minimum cost and its corresponding ESS capacities under all these frequencies is the optimal solution. All the optimal solution obtained in this chapter are listed in Table 4-12.
Table 4-12 Comparison of ESS design under different consideration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consider Factor</th>
<th>Cutoff point/Hz</th>
<th>Lead acid</th>
<th>EDLC</th>
<th>Total cost/$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P/kW</td>
<td>E/kWh</td>
<td>P/kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>0.001944</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>50.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle life</td>
<td>0.000352</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>51.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity Loss</td>
<td>0.000352</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>51.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen that after considering cycle life, ESS total cost increase. Even though one EDLC can operate for 15 years without replacement, lithium battery and lead acid battery have to be replaced several times. After considering charging/discharging loss, ESS system total cost increase again. But the capacities of lead acid and EDLC, as well as the optimal cutoff point stay the same as when not considering loss. That’s because the loss is relatively small, it won’t affect the final result much in this case.

ESS with 3 ES is also researched. However, the results show that ESS with 3 ES cost higher than only 2 ES system. Thus the best design with lowest cost is the same as before.

Chapter 5 Verification

In order to make this design more reasonable and practical, which means this certain design is able to smooth PV output power fluctuation under all weathers, case verification is conducted in this chapter.
5.1 Better Case

Using the worst case results obtained in chapter 4.4 to conduct verification. Four kinds of better weather case mentioned in chapter 2 are applied to test if the optimal ESS obtained from the last chapter can adequately handle these different weather cases. The optimum ESS determined from the previous chapter was a lead acid and EDLC combination with the cutoff frequency of 0.0003519Hz. The power size for the lead acid battery is 1.63 kW and for the EDLC is 51.32 kW. The energy size for the lead acid battery is 3.25 kWh and for the EDLC is 1.92 kWh.

The Results of comparison are listed in Table 5-1 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weather</th>
<th>Lead acid</th>
<th></th>
<th>EDLC</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P/kW</td>
<td>E/kWh</td>
<td>P/kW</td>
<td>E/kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloudy (optimum design)</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>51.32</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunny</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>7.59</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overcast</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>20.89</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainy</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>34.27</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snowy</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From this table, it can be seen that the fluctuation in snowy days can all be accepted by power grid, which means there’s no need for ESS. In sunny, overcast and rainy weather, calculated ES capacities are all relatively smaller than in cloudy case, which is the selected worst case where the optimum design was based on.
Since cloudy weather is the selected worst case, its corresponding ES capacities should be larger than other better case, that means this certain ES design can meet the requirement of fluctuation smoothing in all weathers.

5.2 Worse Case

To further verify this proposed method, another cloudy-weather day data is selected. After data processing, most fluctuation values are amplified, thus makes this case even worse than the chosen case we used in chapters before. The corresponding PV output power, grid acceptable power, and balancing power are shown in Figure 5-1.
It can be seen that the peak power fluctuation value is greater than the original worst case. Thus the peak value of balancing power, which directly determines ES capacities, is larger than before.

Using the same algorithm, the best design of ESS under worse case considering both cycle life and loss is compared with the original worst case in Table 5-2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Lead acid</th>
<th>EDLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P/kW</td>
<td>E/kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worse</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen from this table that both power and energy capacities of EDLC under worse case is greater than in the original case, which means that the original calculated ESS can no longer compensates the output power fluctuation under this worse weather.

5.2 Summary

In this chapter, case verification is conducted to make sure ES design in this research can meet the requirement of all other conditions, also to make sure selected worst case is a typical case. As the results prove, this design and optimization can cover all other cases. Calculated ESS capacities and combination are correct and reasonable.
Also, when weather become worse, the original design based on better case can no longer effectively smooth the fluctuation, which means the worst case is a key factor in ESS design.

**Chapter 6 Conclusion and Future Work**

**6.1 Conclusion**

According to the response characteristics of different energy storage equipment, a sizing method is proposed based on frequency analysis. A hybrid ESS including the combination of lead-acid battery, lithium ion battery and EDLC is applied to meet both power and energy smoothing requirement of the power grid. The FFT method is applied for analyzing the spectrum of balancing power, dividing the compensation frequency band for each type of storage equipment, and filtering. Then the power capacity and energy capacity of each energy storage equipment are determined by conducting inverse FFT within certain frequency range. After that, an optimization is conducted by considering ES cycle life, capacity loss during charging and discharging, and system contains three ESs together. Finally, several cases are used to verify the final optimal design.

The results show that, with the same smoothing requirement, system contains only two ESs has a lower total cost than system contains three ESs. And among all the ES combinations of two-ES
system, the combination of lead acid battery and EDLC has the minimum total cost. Also, the worst case selection directly determine the power and energy capacity of each ES.

6.2 Future Work

A practical Matlab/Simulink model of PV and ESS will be built using calculated capacities of ESS to conduct real time simulation. If the simulation demonstrates the selected hybrid ESS can effectively smooth the fluctuation in PV system, then it will prove the validity of this proposed method.

Also, more considerations, such as ESS control methods, ESS installation location, and ES response latency should be included in the optimization part to make the result more reasonable and practical.

Finally, in the worst case selection part, more weather and location should be considered. Statistic algorithm can be applied to define a specific worst case standard. This will also benefit the case verification work in chapter 5.
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